Meteor Detection and UV Spectral Analysis System [1]
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Award Solicitation: NASA STTR 2000 Phase I Solicitation [3]

Award ID: STTR_00_P1_000038

Award Dollars: 100 000.00

Award Lead Center: Goddard Space Flight Center [4]

Proposal Number:

Proposal Title: Meteor Detection and UV Spectral Analysis System


EHB Solicitation ID: STTR_00_P1

EHB ID: STTR_00_P1_000038


Award Status: In Process

EHB Firm ID: 8500365

Firm PI First Name: John

Firm PI Last Name: Lowrance

Firm PI Phone: 2147483647

Firm PI Email:

Firm Official First Name: John

Firm Official Last Name: Lowrance

Firm Official Phone: 2147483647

Firm Official Email:

Firm Zip: 08852

Firm Zip4: 1921

RI: Naval Research Laboratory
Meteor Detection and UV Spectral Analysis System

Firm State: New Jersey
Firm City: Monmouth Junction
RI Street: 4555 Overlook Ave., SW
Firm Name: Princeton Scientific Instruments, Inc.
RI City: Washington
RI State: District of Columbia
RI Zip: 20375
RI Zip4: 5320
EHB RI ID:

RI Official First Name:
RI Official Last Name:

RI Official Phone: 2027676343
RI Official Email: herbert.gursky@nrl.navy.mil
EHB Subtopic Number:

EHB Award Year: 2000
EHB Mission Directorate: STTR
EHB Award Status: Y
Firm Street: 7 Deer Park Drive
Migration ID: 11 298
Migration Firm ID: 8 500 365
Migration Solicit ID: 0